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O R D E R 

 

 

 
 This appeal is directed against the order 

dtd.30.07.2018 passed by the learned Addl. Commissioner of 

Sales Tax (Appeal), Central Zone, Odisha, Cuttack (hereinafter 

referred to as, the learned ACST) in Appeal Case No. AA-

106101510000453/2015-16, wherein he partly allowed the 

appeal by setting aside the order of the learned Asst. 

Commissioner of Sales Tax, Cuttack I Range, Cuttack 

(hereinafter referred to as, the learned AA) for the assessment 
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period 01.04.2005 to 31.03.2007 u/s.43(1) of the Orissa Value 

Added Tax Act, 2004 (hereinafter referred to as, the OVAT Act). 

2. The brief facts of the case are that, the appellant-

dealer is a proprietorship concern having its principal place of 

business located at Malgodown, Cuttack and two additional 

places of business at Bhubaneswar and Jagatpur. The 

appellant-dealer deals in pulses, besan, soda, edible oil, sugar 

and different varieties of dal on wholesale basis and 

manufactured besan, chaki atta, policing of Arhar dal and 

processing of all kinds of dal. The appellant-dealer purchased 

goods both from outside and inside the State of Odisha and 

received goods on consignment sale basis against form ‘F’. As 

per the Audit Visit Report (in short, the AVR) submitted by the 

Enforcement Range, Cuttack, the appellant-dealer had excess 

cash of Rs.14,253.00 at the time of visit at his Bhubaneswar 

counter. Further, at the Bhubaneswar counter physical stock 

discrepancy of four items mainly Gota Buta (50 kg.) one 

packet excess, Kabuli Buta (50 kg.) sixteen packets excess, 

Arhar dal (50 kg.) two packets shortage and Besan (35 kg.) 

three packets excess were reported. The suppression of 

purchase and sale with consequential sale suppression was 

estimated at Rs.12,715.00 though the discrepancy in the 

stock was reported at Rs.41,675.00. The Inspecting officials 

recommended imposition of penalty of Rs.13,000.00 u/s.62(6) 

of the OVAT Act for non-issuance of sales invoices on thirteen 

occasions and detected shortage of six packets of besan on 

comparison of the physical stock of selected items with the 

stock recorded in the stock register at the Malgodown counter 

and accordingly allegation of sale suppression of Rs.8,400.00 
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was brought against the appellant-dealer. After cross 

verification of the books of account with reference to seized 

documents i.e. Dharitri High Look Exercise Book containing 

106 pages, it was reported that the appellant-dealer 

purchased ten packets of Moong dal amounting to 

Rs.15,000.00 and ten packets of Biri dal amounting to 

Rs.13,000.00 on 03.05.2006 with reported consequential sale 

suppression of Rs.30,000.00. Tax was calculated at 

Rs.7,23,137.46 and the penalty of Rs.14,59,274.92 was 

imposed and thus tax together with penalty came to 

Rs.21,82,411.00. 

3. Being aggrieved by the order of the learned AA, the 

appellant-dealer preferred an appeal before the learned ACST 

who set aside the order of the learned AA by partly allowing 

the appeal. Being aggrieved by the order of the learned ACST, 

the appellant-dealer has preferred this second appeal.  

4. The appellant-dealer has come up with the second 

appeal on the grounds that the learned ACST has not 

considered the factual points and law on the facts and 

circumstances of the case; that the Enforcement Range, 

Cuttack has no jurisdiction to conduct audit to the place of 

business of the appellant-dealer as the said authority has 

been excluded from conducting audit vide notification 

no.V(VI)53/05/05-21377 CTC dtd.01.12.2005 by the 

Commissioner of Sales Tax (O), Cuttack; that the learned 

ACST has not considered that the assessing authority 

ACST(LTU), Cuttack I Range, Cuttack has no jurisdiction to 

initiate and complete reassessment for the aforesaid period 

basing on the AVR knowing fully well that the place of 
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business of the appellant-dealer has been audited by ACST, 

Enforcement Range, Cuttack as well as ACS Tax Enforcement, 

Berhampur who has no jurisdiction to conduct the audit to 

the place of business of the appellant-dealer as per the 

Notification No.33073-CTC-45/03/F dtd.01.08.2006 issued by 

the Govt. of Odisha, Finance Department; that the learned 

ACST has not considered on which basis the learned AA 

determined the escaped turnover at Rs.18,86,560.00 without 

disclosing the reason and basis of such determination and 

therefore should be deleted; that the learned assessing 

authority is not justified to calculate the tax of Rs.82,820.00 

without disclosing the reason or base of such calculation and 

therefore should be deleted; that the learned AA as well as the 

learned ACST are not justified to impose penalty of 

Rs.1,78,640.00 without allowing an opportunity of hearing to 

the appellant-dealer; that the learned ACST has not 

considered the legal aspects while passing the set aside order , 

justification of the AO(LTU) to initiate and complete 

reassessment without fulfilling the pre-conditions contained in 

Sec.43(1) of the OVAT Act read with Rule 50 of the OVAT 

Rules which is a mandate and therefore the impugned order of 

reassessment is liable to be annulled.  

 On the other hand, the respondent-Revenue has 

filed cross objection supporting the order of the learned ACST. 

5. Heard the learned Counsel for the appellant-dealer 

and the learned Addl. Standing Counsel for the respondent-

Revenue. Perused the materials available on record so also the 

orders of both the fora below. I also perused the grounds of 

appeal and the plea taken in the cross objection. From the 
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AVR it is clear that a team of officers of Enforcement range, 

Cuttack and Berhampur along with the ACST, Enforcement 

Range, Cuttack visited the place of business of the appellant-

dealer located at Cuttack, Bhubaneswar and Immamnagar on 

29.02.2006 to conduct an investigation audit. On being asked 

the appellant-dealer produced the books of account for 

verification. After verification of the documents and the stock 

the suppression in purchase and sale was noticed and the 

consequential sale suppression was estimated at Rs.12,715.00 

and on verification of the seized documents the sale 

suppression was estimated at Rs.30,000.00. It was suggested 

by the audit team to take up assessment of the appellant-

dealer u/s.42 of the OVAT Act. The learned AA on examination 

of the records, explanation given by the appellant-dealer and 

its accounts (including returns) held that excess cash of 

Rs.14,253.00 was found from the appellant-dealer’s box which 

was the result of cash sale i.e. sale without tax invoices issued. 

The sale suppression of goods without tax invoices issued was 

established at Rs.14,253.00. It was found that the appellant-

dealer had contravened the provisions u/s.62(1) of the OVAT 

Act as because he had not handed over the tax invoices to the 

purchasers at the time of sale. Different sales suppression as 

regards physical stock of buta, harad dal and besan worth 

Rs.41,675.00 was established. The Dharitri Bound register 

comprising 106 pages indicated out of account purchases of 

Moong Dal and Biri Dal for Rs.30,000.00. The sale 

suppression was established at Rs.94,328.00. The escaped 

turnover for the tax period was determined at Rs.18,86,560.00. 

The sugar sold for Rs.1,60,07,936.00 during the tax period 
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01.03.2006 to 31.03.2007 was taxed @ 4%. Accordingly, tax 

was calculated. The learned ACST however after thorough 

analysis partly allowed the appeal by setting aside the order of 

assessment with direction to the forum below to complete 

fresh assessment in view of different observations made by 

him. The order of the learned ACST clearly indicates that the 

impugned order has partly gone in favour of the appellant-

dealer.  

6. The appellant-dealer has mainly come up with the 

second appeal on the ground that the audit officials had no 

jurisdiction to conduct audit to the place of business of the 

appellant-dealer in view of the notification stated in the 

grounds of appeal. It was also contended that the learned AA 

had no jurisdiction to initiate and complete assessment basing 

on the AVR because of lack of jurisdiction as per the 

notification issued by Government of Odisha, Finance 

Department. An action u/s.42 of the OVAT Act was initiated 

by the learned AA by issuing notice to the appellant-dealer. 

The scheme of procedure is prescribed in Section 42 of the 

OVAT Act with respect to audit assessment. In fact, on receipt 

of AVR the Assessing authority proceeds against a dealer by 

issuing notice and in the present case the learned AA 

summoned the appellant-dealer for audit assessment. In fact, 

the Enforcement Wing had the sanction of law to inspect the 

business premises of the appellant-dealer. Similar view has 

also been taken by the Full Bench of this Tribunal in the case 

of State of Odisha vs. M/s. Jajang Iron and Manganese Mines 

vide S.A. No.116(C) of 2013-14, decided on 20.01.2021. The 

dispute regarding jurisdiction of the learned AA to complete 
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assessment is not acceptable for the simple reason that the 

appellant-dealer himself participated in the assessment 

proceeding without raising any objection about the jurisdiction 

of the learned AA to issue notice for assessment. On perusal of 

the Notifications relied upon by the appellant-dealer it is seen 

that there is no specific bar for the Enforcement Range 

comprising officials of other area to conduct audit. The 

allegation of the appellant-dealer regarding the jurisdiction of 

the officials of the Enforcement Range to submit AVR after 

conducting audit is not proper since the learned AA while 

completing assessment u/s.43 of the OVAT Act has treated 

the AVR as a mere adverse report for initiation of 

reassessment proceedings. The order passed u/s.43 of the 

OVAT Act speaks about the opinion of the learned AA 

regarding escapement of turnover. The cross verification of 

physical stock of goods at Malgodown premises of the 

appellant-dealer, shortage of six packets of Besan weighing 35 

kg. each were detected and allegation of suppression of 

Rs.8,400.00 was brought against the appellant-dealer. The 

explanation offered by the appellant-dealer that stock of six 

packets removed from the godown and kept in the yard for 

weighment has not been examined for reference to sale bills 

issued on the same date at the time of investigation for which 

the order of the learned ACST is justified. The grounds taken 

by the appellant-dealer do not deserve any merit for which it is 

not necessary to interfere with the impugned order. Hence, it 

is ordered.  
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7. The appeal is dismissed being devoid of any merit 

and the impugned order is hereby confirmed. The cross 

objection is disposed of accordingly.  

 
Dictated & corrected by me,                             

            
            Sd/-         Sd/- 
   (A.K. Dalbehera)                    (A.K. Dalbehera) 

1st Judicial Member    1st Judicial Member 

 

 

 

 


